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Abstract 
 
Delayed product differentiation (DPD) increases manufacturers’ competitiveness by enabling faster responses to 
demand changes and has been shown to require less work in process (WIP) in base-stock systems.  We model a 
system of two products using three CONWIP loops to represent the common processes and the differentiated 
processes for each product.  DPD converts some differentiated processes to common ones.  A nonlinear 
programming (NLP) model can determine kanban counts for each loop to achieve specified throughput bounds.  
Because these bounds are not tight, a heuristic algorithm starts from the NLP solution and adjusts the kanbans 
according to simulation.  The results indicate that DPD reduces the amount of WIP necessary to achieve a specified 
throughput. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of delayed product differentiation (DPD) is to move the point of differentiation between products as far 
downstream as possible.  It is currently being used in many automobile, electronic and appliance industries. 
Customers want to buy customized products, but manufacturers want to benefit from the economics of large scale 
production.  The manufacturers need to produce a greater variety of products with different options.  This leads to a 
difficult decision between satisfying the customers and maintaining low inventory.  In the traditional approach, the 
manufacturer must produce many items in advance of demand (customize-to-stock).  Otherwise, they may not be able 
to deliver the desired products within the customers’ delivery lead time expectation.  When they produce in advance, 
they will have to keep more finished products.  Also, it is possible that the actual demand is less than forecasted 
demand and the overproduced finished goods may be sold at lower prices to reduce the manufacturer’s inventory.  
To maintain low inventory, the manufacturer may choose to produce after they receive orders from customers 
(customize-to-order).  Although this guarantees low inventory, the delivery lead time will be much longer than in the 
customize-to-stock system.  DPD can be used to reduce the amount of the time required for customization. 
 
Some of the benefits of delayed product differentiation are low inventory and shorter customer response time [1,6].  
By delaying the point of differentiation, manufacturers that use a base-stock system can reduce the amount of safety 
stock because they can respond to changed demand more quickly.  Also, the work-in-process (WIP) level can be 
reduced by delaying product differentiation [7].  Furthermore, pull type control policies usually require less WIP 
inventory than push type control policies [2], which again leads to a short cycle time of production.  Past studies 
related to inventory impacts of DPD assumed base-stock policies and focused on the finished product inventory 
level and/or semi-fished product inventory level before the point of differentiation.  All studies either assumed a push 
type control policy or were focused only on the finished stock level.  Our goal is to determine whether the same 
performance of a system can be obtained with less WIP when DPD is implemented under a pull type control policy. 
 
Answering this question requires a method to evaluate performance of systems under pull type inventory policies, as 
measured by the throughputs of different products.  We need a method to determine how much inventory (WIP) is 
required and where the inventory should be allocated to achieve specified performance levels.  Also, a model for how 
DPD could be implemented in a pull type system needs to be developed.  This research compares the amount of WIP 
required to achieve specified throughput with and without DPD. 
 
Kim and Ryan [4] develop a performance evaluation method using nonlinear programming (NLP).  In general, the 
throughput bounds found by the NLP models have a wide gap.  For this reason, the NLP models cannot be relied 
upon to find a kanban allocation guaranteed to satisfy a specified throughput requirement.  A heuristic algorithm is 
developed to find the actual kanban allocation required to meet the customer demand.  The heuristic algorithm starts 
from the NLP solution to quickly find a feasible kanban allocation and evaluates the system performance by 
simulation.  Using the heuristic algorithm, the performance of systems before and after DPD are compared.  The result 
shows that delaying product differentiation can reduce the inventory in the systems and shorten the cycle time.  
 
Section 2 presents the queueing network models for a two-product system with and without DPD, and a brief review 
of the NLP performance evaluation.  The simulation-based heuristic for kanban allocation is presented in Section 3.  
We compare systems with and without DPD using the NLP and heuristic results and conclude with Section 4. 
 
2. Queuing Network Models and Performance Evaluation 
We use a simple production line to study the effect of delayed product differentiation on the relationship between 
throughput and inventory limit.  There are two products, each of which requires four operations.  The first two 
operations are processed at two serial machines common for both products.  After the common processes, the 
products are differentiated into two types.  There is a separate line for each product, each with two serial machines.  
Implementation of DPD postpones the point of differentiation until after the third operation.  After DPD, the two 
machines for the third operation can process both types of products.  The supply of raw material and the demand for 
finished parts are infinite. 
 
Three CONstant WIP (CONWIP) loops are used to control inventory in the system.  The first loop is for the common 
processes and the other two loops are for each product after differentiation.  A fork/join station is located at the 
differentiation point to synchronize the three CONWIP loops.  It has one part buffer and two kanban buffers.  The 
part buffer contains parts having the common processes completed and the kanban buffers hold released kanbans 
after completion of the last differentiated process for each product.  This model generalizes easily to a large number 
of serial machines in any loop.  
 
2.1 Changes due to Delayed Product Differentiation 
Figure 1 shows the queuing network representation before DPD implementation.  S1 and S2 are the common process 
machines for both types of products.  As soon as machine S2 finishes service, the part goes to buffer B3 for 
synchronization with one of the kanban buffers B4 or B7.  Some rule is necessary to govern the behavior of the three-
buffer synchronization station.  In this paper, we assume buffer B4 has priority over buffer B7 so that, when both 
buffers have free kanbans waiting for a part to be available, a finished part attaches the kanban from B4 and proceeds 
to B5.  This rule would be appropriate if product 1 is more important than product 2, but other rules are possible.  
Stations S3 and S5 process the first type of product and S4 and S6 process the second type of product.  
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Figure 1.  Queuing network before delayed differentiation. 
 
Figure 2 shows the queuing network representation after DPD implementation.  There are now two more machines, S3 
and S4, for common processes.  The machining station buffers B4 and B5 hold at most one part each, namely the part 
being processed at the corresponding machine, so that all parts wait at buffer B3 for one of the two machines to be 
available.  Buffer B4 has priority over B5:  When both machines, S3 and S4, are idle, the finished part from S2 enters B4 
to be processed by the machine S3.  For the best performance, we can set the faster machine as machine S3 and the 
slower one as S4.  Finished parts from S3 and S4 are sent to the part buffer B6 to be synchronized with kanban buffers 
B7 and B9.  Again, priority is given to the type 1 product so that B7 has priority over B9. 
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Figure 2.  Queuing network after delayed differentiation. 
 
2.2 Nonlinear Program for Performance Evaluation 
We assume that each station consists of a single server with exponential service times.  Because of the multiple 
CONWIP loops with the synchronization mechanism, the performance of the queuing network cannot be evaluated 
by traditional methods such as product-form analysis or mean value analysis .  Instead, we develop a nonlinear 
programming approach either to find lower and upper bounds on throughput subject to a fixed number of kanbans, or 
to identify the minimum number of kanbans required to achieve a specified throughput.  The approach is similar to 
that used in [5], but has been modified to handle the synchronization station [4].  Space does not permit the full 
details of the NLP model to be included here but they can be found in [3]. 
 
Briefly, two stochastic processes are identified with each buffer.  For buffer i, Xi(t) is the number of entities waiting or 
in process in buffer i and Yi(t) is an indicator variable that equals 1 if Xi(t) > 0.  The decision variables consist of 
expectations of products of these stochastic processes in steady state.  Linear constraints are derived from 
stationarity of the first, second and cross moments of {Xi(t)}, the fixed numbers of kanbans in each loop, utilization of 
no more than one hundred percent, and the upper bounds of 1 on {Yi(t)}.  Nonlinear constraints are also developed 
by applying Little’s formula to the sojourn time at each station as in mean value analysis.   
 
2.3 Results of the Nonlinear Programs  
The results are presented for a balanced case in which processing rates for the two products are equal, and an 
unbalanced case in which they differ.  The term kanban configuration denotes the triple (K1,K2,K3) that specifies the 
numbers of kanbans in the type 1 product loop, the type 2 product loop, and the common process loop, respectively. 
 
In Case I, all the machines are balanced such that the two common process machines have service rates of 1 and all 
other machines have service rates of 0.5.  In other words, the maximum capacity of the system is 1 and the maximum 
capacities of each product is 0.5.  The simulation results (from ARENA) and NLP results (from LINGO) are shown in 
Table 1 for the system without DPD.  The models are examined for three different kanban configurations.  The first 
kanban configuration, (K1,K2,K3)= (2,2,3), was obtained by maximizing total throughput in the NLP models with seven 
kanbans in the system.  TH1 is the throughput of the type 1 product, TH2 is the throughput of the type 2 product, and 
THS is the throughput of the system which is equal to TH1 + TH2.  The second kanban configuration, (K1,K2,K3)= 
(9,4,6), was obtained with throughput constraints, TH1 = 0.45 and TH2 = 0.4, from the NLP.  The third kanban 
configuration, (K1,K2,K3)= (9,9,9), was obtained with throughput constraints, TH1 = 0.45 and TH2 = 0.45, from the 
NLP.  Four different objective functions, namely, maximize total throughput, minimize total throughput, maximize type 
1 product throughput and maximize type 2 throughput, are used to obtain throughput bounds.  For instance, an 
upper bound on the system throughput is found by maximizing THS while a lower bound is obtained by minimizing 
THS.  Although the simulation results show that the throughputs from simulation are within the bounds, the bounds 
have wide gaps.  For all kanban configurations examined, the simulation results are closest to the upper bounds 
obtained with the objective functions, Max TH3 and Max TH1.  Table 2 shows the performance bounds for the same 
system after DPD.  They indicate that better performance may be possible but the gaps between upper and lower 
bounds for the total throughput are wider. 
 
Table 1. Performance bounds for balanced CONWIP system without DPD 
(K1,K2,K3) Method 
(2,2,3) (4,6,9) (9,9,9) 
 THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 
Simulation 0.603 0.312 0.291 0.782 0.447 0.335 0.851 0.447 0.405 
Max THS 0.667 0.334 0.334 0.850 0.450 0.400 0.900 0.450 0.450 
Min THS 0.387 0.194 0.194 0.598 0.347 0.251 0.692 0.346 0.346 
Max TH1 0.667 0.334 0.334 0.715 0.450 0.265 0.819 0.450 0.369 
Max TH2 0.564 0.231 0.334 0.831 0.431 0.400 0.889 0.439 0.450 
 
Table 2. Performance bounds for balanced CONWIP system with DPD 
(K1,K2,K3) 
(1,1,5) (1,1,6) (1,1,9) Method 
THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 
Simulation  0.657 0.358 0.299 0.698 0.375 0.322 0.772 0.406 0.366 
Max THS 0.833 0.431 0.403 0.857 0.423 0.434 0.900 0.455 0.445 
Min THS 0.333 0.167 0.167 0.351 0.176 0.176 0.387 0.193 0.193 
Max TH1 0.825 0.457 0.369 0.852 0.463 0.389 0.898 0.475 0.424 
Max TH2 0.833 0.396 0.438 0.857 0.411 0.446 0.900 0.437 0.463 
 
Case II is an unbalanced system in which type 1 product line has a higher capacity than the type 2 product line and 
there are some bottleneck machines.  The service rates of the system without DPD are µ1 = 1, µ2 = 0.9, µ3 = 0.6, µ4 = 
0.4, µ5 = 0.5, µ6 = 0.5.  The maximum throughput the system can obtain is 0.9.  The maximum throughput for the type 1 
product is 0.5 and the maximum throughput for the type 2 product is 0.4.  The second kanban configuration, 
(K1,K2,K3)= (5,2,4), was obtained with throughput constraints, TH1 = 0.48 and TH2 = 0.27.  The third kanban 
configuration, (K1,K2,K3)= (4,4,5), was obtained with throughput constraints, TH1 = 0.45 and TH2 = 0.36.  Table 3 
shows the results.  The bounds still exhibit a wide gap.  However, this example shows an advantage of implementing 
DPD.  Although the maximum throughput of the systems remains the same, the bottleneck machine of type 2 product 
line has become one of the two parallel machines in the system and the maximum throughput of the type 2 is now 0.5, 
the same as for the type 1 product.  Comparing results of systems with the first kanban configuration, the system 
with DPD performs better than the system without DPD when there is the same number of kanbans (Table 4).   
 
Table 3. Performance bounds for unbalanced CONWIP system without DPD 
(K1,K2,K3) 
(2,2,3) (5,2,4) (4,4,5) Method 
THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 
Simulation  0.582 0.332 0.253 0.659 0.430 0.229 0.715 0.414 0.299 
Max THS 0.678 0.375 0.303 0.783 0.484 0.299 0.818 0.448 0.370 
Min THS 0.371 0.205 0.166 0.460 0.307 0.154 0.507 0.280 0.227 
Max TH1 0.594 0.375 0.219 0.674 0.484 0.190 0.720 0.461 0.258 
Max TH2 0.612 0.310 0.303 0.738 0.435 0.303 0.673 0.302 0.370 
 
Table 4. Performance bounds for unbalanced CONWIP system w/ DPD 
(K1,K2,K3) 
(1,1,5) (1,1,8) (2,1,4) Method 
THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 THS TH1 TH2 
Simulation 0.641 0.395 0.288 0.729 0.389 0.340 0.600 0.387 0.213 
Max THS 0.777 0.409 0.368 0.819 0.427 0.392 0.750 0.467 0.283 
Min THS 0.332 0.166 0.166 0.375 0.188 0.187 0.325 0.195 0.130 
Max TH1 0.776 0.441 0.335 0.819 0.452 0.366 0.703 0.500 0.203 
Max TH2 0.776 0.360 0.416 0.818 0.386 0.432 0.750 0.354 0.396 
 
3. Heuristic Algorithm for Kanban Configuration 
The heuristic algorithm finds a kanban configuration that satisfies given throughput requirements.  Since the NLP 
model only provides bounds on throughput and the gap between them is wide, simulation is used to check for 
fulfillment of throughput requirement.  Enumerating all possible kanban configurations is the only way to find a true 
minimum kanban configuration.  Since the lower bounds of throughput tend to increase more slowly than the upper 
bounds, the minimum required number of kanbans quickly increases when the throughput requirements approach the 
machine capacities.  The size of the solution space will also quickly increase.  Total enumeration can be costly in this 
case.  The heuristic algorithm presented in this section can reduce the effort.  Although the NLP solution does not 
provide an exact solution, the solution of the problem to minimize the number of kanbans can be used as an initial 
starting point in the heuristic.  The algorithm searches for a feasible kanban configuration starting from the kanban 
configuration given by the NLP model.  The first feasible kanban configuration found is set as an upper bound.  
Then, the heuristic searches for a feasible kanban configuration requiring fewer total kanbans.   
 
The initial step of the heuristic solves the NLP problem to minimize the total number of kanbans subject to 
constraint(s) on the throughput and sets the resulting kanban configuration as a starting point for the heuristic.  
Next, simulation is used to check if the kanban configuration satisfies the throughput requirement.  If any of the 
throughput requirements are not met, more kanbans are added to the offending CONWIP loops.  The procedures of 
running the simulation and adding kanbans are repeated until all throughput requirements are met.  Next, the heuristic 
tests if there is any feasible solution with one fewer kanban by setting the number of kanbans of each product 
specific CONWIP loop to its lower bound from the NLP solution.  The remaining kanbans are assigned to the 
common process CONWIP loop.  One kanban is moved to the product specific CONWIP loop with the greatest 
violation of its throughput requirement.  The lower bounds are updated when a feasible kanban configuration is 
found.  The heuristic algorithm ends if either the number of kanbans of the common process loop reaches its lower 
bound or reallocation of kanbans does not improve throughput in the CONWIP loop of the newly added kanban.  
The last feasible solution found by the heuristic is taken as the minimum kanban configuration.  More details and a 
flow chart are given in [3]. 
 
Using the rates of Case II in the previous section, we compare the results of the heuristic for the systems without and 
with DPD.  Two sets of throughput requirements, (TH1 = 0.45, TH2 = 0.36) and (TH1 = 0.475, TH2 = 0.38), are examined. 
 The throughput requirements are equivalent to 90% and 95%, respectively, of the maximum capacities of each 
product of the CONWIP systems.  Table 5 shows that the system with DPD requires 27% and 37% fewer kanbans, 
respectively, than the system without DPD.  The kanban configurations are obtained by performing between 12 and 
24 simulation runs.  It seems that the heuristic can find good kanban configurations with reasonable effort. 
 
Cycle times of the CONWIP loops are also shown in Table 5.  The cycle time of the common process loop is 
increased after delaying product differentiation.  On the other hand, the cycle times of the type 1 and type 2 product 
loops are decreased.  This is expected because the number of machines in the common process loop is increased and 
the numbers of machines are decreased in the other two loops.  Comparing the total cycle time of each product, i.e., 
the sum of the cycle time of the common process loop and the cycle time of a type specific loop, the total cycle time 
for the type 1 product is decreased.  The total cycle time for the type 2 product is greatly decreased.  
 
Table 5. Heuristic algorithm result for Case II 
Throughput Requirement TH1 = 0.45, TH2 = 0.36 TH1 = 0.475, TH2 = 0.38 
 W/O DPD W/ DPD W/O DPD W/ DPD 
Initial solution ( 1 2 3, ,K K K ) (4,4,5) (1,1,8) (5,5,9) (2,1,16) 
Heuristic solution ( * * *1 2 3, ,K K K ) (6,10,10) (2,1,16) (8,13,20) (3,1,22) 
Total number of kanbans 26 19 41 26 
THS 0.812 0.824 0.855 0.857 
TH1 0.452 0.451 0.475 0.476 
TH2 0.360 0.373 0.380 0.381 
Cycle time (common process loop) 12.32 19.42 23.39 25.67 
Cycle time (type 1 product loop) 13.27 4.44 16.84 6.30 
Cycle time (type 2 product loop) 27.78 2.68 34.21 2.62 
Number of simulation runs 17 19 24 12 
 
4. Conclusions 
The results of the heuristic algorithm suggest that DPD can improve throughput while requiring less inventory in the 
system.  Though our examples have exponential service times, the algorithm can also find kanban configurations for 
systems with other types of service time distribution, without using the NLP model, by setting lower bounds at 1.  
However, the NLP model has also been extended to Erlang service times [3].   
 
The implementation of DPD can shorten the time required to adapt to demand changes.  The heuristic algorithm 
developed in this study can help to find a new configuration that satisfies the changed demand.  The model 
developed in this study can be applied where manufacturing facilities have a flow line of common operations in 
upstream processes and separate flow lines of product specific operations in downstream processes.  It also can be 
applied in the supply chain consisting of one part supplier and multiple manufacturing facilities producing different 
finished products using the parts.  The manufacturing processes of supplier can be designed as the common process 
CONWIP loop and the processes of each facility can be designed as a product specific loop.  Furthermore, the same 
modeling methodology can be extended for modeling supply chains having more CONWIP loops and fork/join 
stations. 
 
Topics for future research include:  improving the throughput bounds for both exponential and Erlang service time 
models, developing a branch and bound algorithm to guarantee that a minimal kanban configuration is identified, and 
studying the impact of DPD on other pull-type systems. 
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